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This article was originally written in 
August,1972,for publication in what was 
supposed to have been the first issue of 
a new Magazine AQUARIAN AGE~Unfortunate1y 
the magazine has apparently never appeared o 
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by 
Stanton T. Friedman 

NUCLEAR PHYSICIST - LECTURER 
"Flying Saucers are a dead issue. Nobody's interested any 
more. Oh, you may get a couple of hundred people here 
because you're a nuclear physicist, but I wouldn't expect 
any more than that." The speaker, an astronomer, was the 
director of the planetarium at EI Camino College in 
Torrance, California. It was October, 1971, and we were 
standing backstage of the college's auditorium which seats 
about 2000. In 30 minutes I was to present an illustrated 
lecture "Flying Saucers ARE Real." He had been asked 
to introduce me and wasn't very happy about it. 

We started a little late that evening because the college 
had to open the balcony, which had never been done for 
a speaker before, (even Dick Gregory) to provide room 
for the record crowd of 1350 who eventually turned out. 
Frankly, I wasn 't surprised, but he sure was. Almost 
everywhere I hpve lectured on UFOs, the crowds have 
been much larger than the sponsoring groups expected. 
The question-answer sessions always seem to last until the 
janitors kick us out. Even the post lecture newspaper 
coverage has been very friendly after almost all of the 
hundreds of talks in 30 states. The truth of the matter 
is that very many responsible, respectable people, young 
and old, men and women, seem to be very interested in 
hearing why a scientist believes, as I do, that some 
UFOs are intelligently controlled vehicles whose origin is 
extraterrestrial. The response has been so good that so 
far as I know 1 am now the only space scientist in the 
United States devoting full time to lecturing and writing 
about UFOs and investigating UFO sightings . 
Obviously, I wouldn't have made the switch from being 
a nuclear physicist working on nuclear aircraft, nuclear 
rockets, and fusion rockets if 1 didn't really enjoy lecturing. 
One astrologer said I was living up to my Leo nature 
(Leo rising; born 7:05 A.M., July 29, 1934, Elizabeth, 
N. J.) . I suspect she was right since there is far more 
"ham" in me than I had realized in my 14 years in industry. 
However, the important reason is that so few other scien
tists have been willing to commit themselves in public 
about UFOs, despite the overwhelming evidence that Earth 

- if not very many of us ~.!lrthlings - is being visited. 
I have felt a strong obligation to educate the public and 
dispel the many widely held myths about UFOs. One of 
my goals is to lift the "laughter curtain" which has not 
only prevented most scientists and newsmen from getting 
professionally involved in UFO investigations, but has also 
prevented many very respectable UFO observers from 
reporting their sightings - even when they involved UFOs 
on the ground and, sometimes, accompanying humanoid 
creatures. 

One way to characterize recent developments in the new 
science of UFOLOGY is to say that the scientists have 
gotten in to the act and the kooks have gotten out. A 
world that has observed men walking on the moon over 
live television, which would have been considered science 
fiction by so many just a few years ago, wants more than 
science fiction type religious messages or contactee stories 
from untrustworthy people. Several manifestations of this 
widespread surge of interest are worth examining in more 
detail along with some of the reasons that the scientific 
involvement hasn't been better publicized. 
Dr. J. Allen Hynek got the scientific ball rolling in 1966 
with a letter published in SCIENCE magazine, the official 
journal of the American Association for the Advancement 
of Science. Dr. Hynek, chairman of the Department of 
Astronomy at Northwestern University, had established 
and directed the world wide NASA optical satellite track
ing network and was the scientific consultant on UFOs 
to the Air Force Project Blue Book from the late 1940's 
until the demise of the project in 1969. He was the butt 
of many cartoonists and gagsters in the late 1960s for his 
suggestion that a few of the UFO sightings in Michigan in 
1966 might have been swamp gas. In his letter to SCI
ENCE he admonished his colleagues to study the UFO 
sighting data because there were plenty of still unidenti
fiable sightings by quite respectable people and that many 
of the beliefs of astronomers and other scientists about 
UFOs were, in reality, myths. He expressed similar views 
in PLAYBOY and The Saturday Evening Post. 1966 
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was also the year in which the University of Colorado 
UFO study. sponsor~d by the Air Force and directed by 
ready-to-retlre physicist, Dr. Edward U. Condon, was 
begun. 

In July , 1968, a. very important symposium on UFOs 
was held I~ Washington, D. C. sponsored by the Commit
tee on SCience and Astronautics of the U. S. House of 
Rep~esentatives .. Six scientists including Dr. Hynek test i
fie? In person .:v1th 6 more, including myself, contributing 
wntten papers. All 12 papers were published a month 
later in a very comprehensive 247-page report. *(See Ref
erences at end of article .) One of the best papers in this 
report was by the late Dr. James E. McDonald, a physics 
professor at the University of Arizona, specializing in 
upper atmospheric physics and initially a sceptic about 
UFOs. (By the time of the hearings Jim had already 
talked to hundreds of UFO witnesses and had become 
convinced that UFOs were the most challenging scientific 
problem of our time.) In his written paper he gave details 
on 41 cases, which, taken together, demolish the objections 
of the uninformed critics of UPQ reality. These included 
sightings by scientists and astronomers, by pilots, by groups 
of witnesses, and also sightings near big cities as well as 
UFOs observed by radar. 
Among the other authors were a sociologist, a couple of 
psychologists, a biologist and a specialist in Astronautics. 

These all had obviously studied the UFO data in con
siderable depth and were basing their comments on these 
data with general agreement that here was a very important 
phenomenon worthy of the attention of the scientific com
munity. Most leaned towards the Extraterrestrial explana
tion though I was the only one who stated flatly that I 
was completely convinced that some UFOs are from off 
the earth. The papers by the social scientists showed that 
UFO sightings did NOT fit "mass hysteria." There was 
also a paper by Dr. Donald Menzel, Harvard astronomer, 
and the oldest contributor to the report. Dr. Menzel had 
already written two very strange anti-UFO books and 
true to his past history continued to explain away all 
sightings by carefully adjusting the data to match his 
explanations. One would have expected that a scientist 
would match his explanations to the data. Several cases 
that Menzel had casually dismiss~d were examined in 
McDonald's paper. Consistently it was found that the 
explanations did not match the facts of the cases eatily 
obtained from a field study - for example, by checking 
weather records. 

The hearings themselves did get some slight newspaper 
coverage - mostly concerned with a passi.ng co~ent by 
Jim McDonald that UFOs were observed Just pnor to the 
great Northeast blackout and might possibly have caused 
it. The report itself has received essentially no press cov-

Mr. Friedman's overflowing, attentive audiences attest to the strong public interest in UFOs. 
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era&e desp~te t.he wealth of data by quite reputable pro
fessIOnal SCIentIsts. 

In January,. 1969, the long awaited "Condon report" 
was finally Issued. It is a document remarkable for its 
length; for the lack of connection between Dr. Condon's 
anti-UFO conclusions and the load of pro-UFO data in 
the report; for the wealth of cases which could not be 
expl~ined; for the obviuus ignorance of UFOs, plasma 
phYSICS, security procedures, etc., shown in some sections; 
for the amateurishness of its organization, its steadfast 
defense by a special review committee (average age 65) 
of the National Academy of Sciences; and its fantastically 
inaccurate and biased, but very widespread newspaper 
acceptance at face value, this despite the fact that its face 
is no more scientific than the fronts of the western cowboy 
towns in TV movies are real. 

A couple of examples will give some of the flavor of 
the report. Despite its title "Scientific Report on Unidenti
fied Flying Objects" there is not even one chapter in all 
the 965 pages in the Bantam Book version (profits to the 
U. of Colorado) devoted to examination, classification or 
tabulation of Unidentified Flying Objects even though 
careful study by a professional committee of the American 
Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics found that 30% 
of the 117 cases examined could NOT be identified though 
there was no lack of significant data! ! ! 

There is a chapter on the government's role in UFO inves
tigations that doesn't even mention Project Blue Book 
Special Report 14 though it was the only official UFO data 
summary report ever put together for the Air Force and 
even though it covered more than 20 times as many UFO 
cases as the Condon study and even though I had informed 
Condon of it in detail! Further data in Special Report 14 
showed that 20% of thousands of sightings investigated 
could not be identified and that the better the quality of a 
report, the more likely it was to be labelled ~KNOWN. 
Statistical comparisons showed that the probabIlity that the 
UNKNOWNs were merely missed KNOWNs was less than 
1 % and that the average UNKNOWN was observed for 
a longer time than the average KNOWN. There were also 
plenty of radar UNKNOWNS. The Condo~ report lacks 
any such statistical investigations or tabulatIOns of .color, 
size, shape, speed, etc. for the UNKNOWNS though It also 
contained a number of radar cases and the 30% of the 
cases which couldn't be identified included three obser
vations by orbitting astronauts! 

In 1969 several detailed critiques of the Condon report 
were quietly published in technical journals. Dr. . Condon 
himself published the one and only paper resultmg f;,om 
his involvement: "UFOs I Have Loved and Lost. It 
will surely lead any rational reader to wonder what. Dr. 
Condon was doing when he was directIng the expenditure 
of $519 710. He obviously wasn't finding out abo.ut UF~s 
but see~ed more concerned with "KOOK" stones . InCI
dentally, only 2% ,?f the cases in ~pecial Repo.rt 14 wer.e 
listed as " psychological aberratIOns. The Am~ncan PI~ysl
cal Society also lists 2% of the papers submitted to It as 
"crackpot" papers. 

In December, 1969, the American Association for the 
Advancement of Science held three full sessions of papers 
on UFOs at its annual meeting in Boston. Dr: Condon 
had made an all out effort to prevent these scs.slons from 
being held but was unsuccessful though terrible sno~
storms did keep many away. The paI?ers presented will 
finally be publi shed by Cornell UOIverslty Pr~ss at the end 
of 1972. Again we find a tremendous va~l3tlo~ . Those 
scientists who had studied the data m detail beheve that 

Above, this drawing appeared on the front page of the old 
San Fral/cisco "Call" newspaper on November 19, 1896. 
Called the first "heavier than air" {lying machine, it was 
seen by thousands of persons at least twice. Al~hough search 
.parties combed the area for hundreds of miles the UFO 
disappeared and was not see again. 
Although the sighting was undoubtedly l~gitimate there 
is a good possibility that the newspaper artist added those 
huge propellers because people of that time had no knowl
edge of jet or rocket propulsion. Actual photographs could 
not be reproduced in newspapers of that day and the early 
day camera plates had such slow emulsions it is doubtful 
that they could "freeze" a fast moving UFO. 

One oj 4 photos taken on February 21, 1958, b.,: a Brazil 
Navy photographer from a training ship off Tril1ldad, 600 
miles East of Brazil. 
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the subject ~s e.xtremely important. The so-called s.cientists 
who were invited . because they were big names spoke 
off the tops of their heads with some of the silliest drivel 
ever heard from such a high power assemblage. Two 
Harvard professors of psychiatry must be awarded the 
pme for the least scientific approach . They suggested that 
rea lly the round shape for most smaller UFOs and the 
ciga r shape of the so called "mother-ship'" are easily ex
plained in psychiatric terms. The round shape represents 
the fem ale breast especially yearned for by insecure people 
in this difficult and nerve-wracking world . The cigar shape 
is an obvious phallic symbol related to a desire for power. 
There isn't a shred of evidence to support these views and, 
of course, the authors have not studied either lots of 
UFO witnesses or the published papers by the psychiatrists 
who have . A suggestion by the science editor of the New 
York Times that the UFO "hysteria" was fanned by news
papers and TV sensationalism. is equally unfounded. 

Since the AAAS symposium also received little newspaper 
coverage, a word about newspaper coverage of UFOs is 
in order. First, I must stress that I have personally had 
a fine press with very little ridicule and a · great deal of 
favorable lengthy coverage, especially by those reporters 
who attended my lectures. The problem with the press 
has been that it has not made a serious effort to cover the 
subject of UFOs . Sports reporters know their subjects 
far better than the great majority of writers of UFO stories. 
Perhaps the best way to summarize press coverage of the 
UFO scene in general is to quote the comments of Dr. 
Herbert Strentz whose 1970 PhD thesis in journalism at 
Northwestern University dealt with 20 years of press 
coverage of UFOs. (At least three other PhD theses related 
to UFOs were in progress in early 1972). Dr. Strentz 
stated: 

" The Air Force inquiry from 1947 through 196.6 g:nerally 
has been depicted in the press as thorough, SCientific and 
meriting public confidence. This s tud~ ~oncluded that the 
Air Force UFO inquiry generally exhibIted none of these 
characteristics ." p . 300. 

'The Press has uncritica ll y accepted Air Force statistics 
on the high percentage of explained UFOs even though a 
cursory review of the Air Force UFO program should 
have raised qucstions .'· p. 30 I. 

"The high degree of ridicule present in the UFO phenom
enon was reflected in the press cov~ra.ge , ~nd much of the 
ridicule resulted from failure to distingUIsh between ~he 
nonsensical flying saucer stories and the few reports whIch 
merited study ." p. 302 . 
"The coverage has been marked by superficiality, redun
d ancy, silliness, careless reporting, ~nd lack. of relevant 
information . . . the lack of relevant InforlnatlOn was also 
attributable to the reluctance of the press to fe.rret out 
information about the phenomenon and those mvolved 
in it." p. 303. 

A perfect illustration of the reason one does~'t read much 
about UFOs in big city newspapers occurred m the summer 

f 1972 in Los Angeles . I held a press conference for 
~r. J . Allen Hynek to discu~s h!s impo~an~, new book 
"The UFO Experience : A SCientific InqUIry. (The first 

rintin was sold out in one summer month.) All sev~n Yv st~tions showed up along with half a d.ozen radiO 
stations and Dr. Hynek made ten ?ther radiO and ~V 
a arances during his 53 hours In town . No major 
S~~he rn California newspape.r atte.nded the Press c0ghn
ference or requested an interview ';Vlth Dr. Hynek thou 
all had bee n invited! The L. A. Times, whose 1,000,000 
pe r day circulation is the highest of any newspaper west 

of the Hudson River, said that nothing new on the subject 
had occuted in 20 years ! ! ! Ignorance must indeed be 
bliss since my monthly clipping service provides. loads, of 
UFO sighting reports from all over the world 1I~c1udlng 
Southern California, and since the Times has not gIven ac
curate coverage of most of the items discussed in this 
article . 

I know from personal experience that some sceptical 
media men insist that no other scientists besides me 
believe in UFOs. That this is absolute nonsense was clearly 
shown in an opinion poll on UFOs conducted by Industrial 
Research magazine. IR is sent monthly to 90,000 profes
sional engineers and scientists who qualify to receiv~ !t,by 
their involvement in research and development actlVltles. 
That its readers are not kooks is clearly shown by the 
fact that 27% have a PhD as their highest degree, 26% 
have a Masters degree and the balance a Bachelors degree. 
Each month IR has a poll on a different subject. The 
January, 1971, poll was on UFOs, and 2700 reaC!e~s 
responded which is fairly typical.. The results shown In 

their entirety below should ~ertalnl~ startle tho~e w~o 
think only little old ladies In tenms shoes beheve In 
UFOs : 

OJ : 

02 : 

03 : 

04 : 

05 : 

96: 

07 : 

08: 

OPINION POLL * 
Do you believe that UFOs exist? 

~:~~~~~~ :::::::: ::::::::::: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ~~~ 
Undecided ... .. ... .. ....... .... ..... ........ ...... ... .. 15% 
Probably not .... . ... .... ...... .. ........ ... ... ...... .. 23% 
Definitely not ..... .. .. . ... . ....... .... ... .... ..... . ... 8% 
Do you know anyone who claims to have seen a 
UFO? 
Yes ...... ..... ... .. ..... ... ... ..... .... .... ........ ...... . 36% 
No ..... .... .. ... .. ..... ..... . 64% 
Have you ever observed a UFO yourself? 
Yes ...... .. ....... .. .. ... .. .. . 8% 
No . ... ... . ... .... .. . .... .. .. .. ....... .... 78% 
Perhaps .. . ... .. ...... .......... ..... 14% 
Do you think that most peol?l~ who observe a UFO 
report their sighting to authOrities? 
Most report . . . ... ....... ... 15 % 
Some report . ..... ...... .... 49% 
Few report ...... .. ..... ... .. .. . ... .... ....... . .. 36% 
Do you believe that the government has revealed all 
its information concerning UF05·? 

~~s .::::::::::::::::: .... .... ::: ::::::::::: :::::::::::::: :: ~:~ 
In your opinion, were the conclusions of the Condon 
Report on UFOs Definitive? 

~~s ........ .... .. :;: .. ::::::: ::::::: ::: ~g~ 
Do you think that the government should support 
further research to document existence (or non
existence) of UFOs? 
Yes .... ... ........... .. .. .. .... .. .. ... ....... ...... . 49% 
No . ..... .. ........ ..... ....... .... ... .. ... ..... ........... 51% 
If you consider the possibility of UFO existence, 
where do you think they originate? 
Outer space ... .. . .... ....... . ... ..... .. .... .. ........ 32% 
Natural phenomena ... ... ... .. .. ..... ..... .. 27% 

g~~·m~~ist nations" : :: :::: ::: :: :: :: ::::: :: ::::. O.~~ 
Undecided . ........ ....... .... ...... . .. ... 35.4% 

'" (Poll reprinted with permission of 
Industrial Research Inc., Beverly 
Shores, Ind . 46301) . 
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Olle March 8. 1972, retired Navy man alld Photo journalist Roy fl. Laurit z.en was driving his car in Salt Lake City, Utah. 
A/' of (/ slidden. 10okil1!? lip into the clear early afternoon sky, Lauritzen spotted an Unidentified Flying Object! He stopped 
h~s ("1.lr 1I11d refllOl'ed (/ clImera. Because Lauritzen is an active professional photographer he always carries a camera with 
/11111 111 rhe tml1k of his car. His expensive Linhof camera was loaded with film. Three exposures were already on the 
~'(I" . lea!'il1!? seven exposures remaining. Hurridly, the excited professional placed the camera on a sturdy tripod and fin
Ished ofJ the roll of film, taking seven photographs of the UFO. While he attempted to reload his camera the UFO 
moved ofJ and disappeared. 
The photos below are prints from frames number 5 and 6 on the roll which remains uncut. The closeup of the UFO is 
taken from frame number 5. 
According to Lauritzen's eyewitness account, "the object appeared overhead and then changed position. It seemed to 
revolve quite rapidly and seemed to give off light from the bottom area." 
In the closeup, Lauritzen continues, "you can see luminous regions which could possibly be ionized air plasma produced 
by some kind of electro-magnetic propulsion." Such regions have been seen in other UFO's. 
Lauritzen used Plus-X Professional film and carefully developed it in D-76 developer. The lens of the camera was 
equipped with a PolaScreen for more separation between subject and background. The photographer has kept the roll 
of film uncut. 

The length of the sighting was estimated by Lauritzen at being between 3 to 4 minutes. 

"Nothing new on the (UFO) 
subject has occurred in 20 
years." 

-L. A. Times, 1972 

5 

"Persons wishing to report 
UFO sightings past or fu
tllre are requested to send 
as much informations as pos
sible to UFO Research In
stitute, P. O. Box 941, 
Lawndale, CA. 90260." 
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Note that the silent majority of engineers and scientists 
clearly accept UFO reality, and don't believe either that 
the government has revealed all it knows about UFOs or 
that. the Condon Report provided any definite conclusions. 
NOtIC~, .too, that half of those expressing an opinion on 
the orlgm of UFOs said "outer space" and that a full 8 % 
have definitely observed a UFO with another 14% pos
sibly having observed one. My own polls conducted after 
each lecture give similar results with 5-10% of the people 
having observed a UFO, but 95% of the observers not 
having reported their sightings. 

There has also been a lot of quiet but important work 
unknown to the general public relating to the feasibility 
of travel to the stars. The noisy exobiologists and astrono
mers tell us that such trips are impossible but ask for 
literally billions of dollars to find out about Martian 
mic.robes (Project Vi~ing) and to build bigger and better 
radIo. telescopes (ProJect Cyclops) so that they can listen 
for SIgnals from outer space. Fortunately pragmatic en
ginee:s have qu.ietJy published several technical papers 
shO\ymg that tr!ps to ~ear?y stars are very definitely 
fe,aslble no~ , . wl.thout vlola~mg the laws of physics and 
WIth round trip times shorter than 50 years. These studies 
do NOT invoke 4th dimensional space time warping, or 
matter-anti-matter annihilation or even anti-gravity. They 
do involve staged . nuclear fission and nuclear fusion pro
pulsion systems on both of which I have worked in 
industry. Very su~cessful fission propUlsion system tests 
have already been conducted. None of the stay-at-home
and-list~n arguments stand up under careful scrutiny and 
one even begins to wonder how some of them managed to 
be published in the first place. 

This is not at all to say that you can buy tickets for excur
sions to nearby star systems tomorrow but only that the 
question is now a political one - "Do we want to spend 
the money? - not a scientific one requiring new laws of 
physics. The situation might be considered analogous to 
the possibility of going to the moon 3~ years ago. A I<;>t 
of money and engineering were regUlred but the b~slc 
science was already at hand even if new technologIcal 
developments came in handy . Frankly, it seems clear that 
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technological progress comes from doing things differently 
in an unpredictable fashion and that our visitors probably 
use techniques about which we know nothing at present 
. .. just as the laser, microcircuit, and fusion weapons 
involve science about which we knew nothing a few 
decades ago. Remember somebody else out there may 
have very well gotten started on his technological kick a 
billion years ago rather than just a few generations ago. 
Wouldn't it make more sense to find out about intelligent 
extraterrestrial life coming here than about Martian mic
robes or the TV commercials from nearby stars? Wouldn't 
it be very much cheaper as well? 

Speaking of technology, TV coverage of the Apollo flights 
over the last three years has certainly helped my audiences 
accept two further points that I make in my lectures. The 
first involves the round blun~ non-streamlined shape of 
UFOs. In the late 1940's everybody "knew" that anything 
able to fly at thousands of miles per hour in the atll!osphere 
would have to be highly streamlined with a sharp nose 
and sharp wing edges to cut through the air. There were 
of course some scientists who proved that one couldn't 
go as fast as UFOs were reported . to be flying anyway. 
It is obvious that they were wrong since the Apollo Com
mand Modules coming back from the moon hit the at
mosphere at 25,000 miles per hour or well above the early 
radar-reported speeds for UFOs. Notice though that the 
Command Modules are round and squat and look very 
much more like UFOs than they look like any winged 
aircraft. There are no sharp noses, no wings, no protruding 
engines, no tail, no landing gear, and no high melting 
point metals either. To move really rapidly we use a round, 
blunt shape also. 

The second point is that I have suggested that we really 
should use a new name for those UFOs which can't be 
identified by competent investigators and that are seen to 
hover near and/or on land on the Earth leaving marks 
behind when they depart and occasionally debarking 
humanoid creatures. The name I have suggested is Earth 
Excursion Modules or EEMs since the reports indicate 
many analogies with our own Lunar E,xcursion Modules. 
In both instances we have strange looking craft landing 
out in the boondocks with humanoid looking creatures 
picking up samples , playing games, reentering their craft. 
lifting off at high speed without any h~lp from. lo~al 
workers, rendezvousing with a mother shIp and ZlpplOg 
off towards another planetary body. Hopefully the analogy 
reduces some of the mysteriousness. 
We know that the LEMS have disturbed the soil behind 
them on the moon. Ted Phillips, a serious UFO investi
gator from Sedalia, Missouri, has coll~ted well over 45.0 
"landing-trace" cases from 32 coun.trles and adds to hIS 
collection of cases constantly. All Involve some sort of 
burn circle, or burn ring, or landing gear marks, or 
damaged plant life or other physical I?easureable trace~. 
Many involve observations of humanoId crea~u~es assocI
ated with the typicall y disc shaped EEMs. slttl~g on or 
near th e ground out in the boondocks . BelIeve It or not 
my audiences don't laugh when I talk about creatures. 
There have also been a whol e host of other recent con
ferences and symposia and publications on UFOs involving 
scienti sts and engineers. The Aerial Phenomenon Resea~ch 
Organi za tion had 13 PhOs present papers at a s~ss lon 
in Tuscon in November, 1971 . The AIAA ment IOned 
"In the late 1940s everybody 'knew' that anything able 
to fly at thousands o f miles per hour WOUld. have In be 
highly streamlined with a sharp nose and wmgs to cut 
through the air." Friedman sho ws the command m odule 
to emphasize the practicality of a squat, round shape. 
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, above had a technical panel discuss UFOs at one of its 
meeti!lgs and published two important radar cases at well. 
-':-he Midwest UFO Network, a rapidly growing organiza-
110~, ha~ had a num~er .of professionals involved not only 
qUietly In the organization but also presenting papers at 
the three Annual public conferences which have been held. 
The National Enquirer has offered $50,000 for proof that 
UFOs are extraterrestrial and $5000 for the .best single 
c&se reported by the end of 1972. The committee passing 
judgment is composed of 5 University professors including 
Dr. Hynek. In short, there has been a rapid and significant 
shift in emphasis from the undercover interest to the public 
exposition of viewpoints which would have led to a kind 
of professional suicide just a few years ago. 

Unlike these relatively unpublicized publications the lunar 
landings of the last three years have influenced very many 
people in another area related to willingness to accept' the 
possibility of UFOs as EEMSs. Everywhere I go people 
tell me that they no longer can believe that Earthlings are 
the only intelligent beings in the universe ... a view very 0 

popular 50 years ago when todays "ancient academics," The soil at left above .s from the strangely snow 
"fossilized physicists" and "naysaying newsmen" were covered rl ng seen be low on the Johnson farm in 
growing up. I have come to believe that the real problem De 1 phos Kansas The r i gh t samp 1 e is f rom a few 
~ith acceptan~e of U~Os as somebody else's Earth Excur- feet a' Test~ showed that the UFO observed 
slon Modules IS that It makes some people feel much less way. • 1 d t h 
important than they would like to think of themselves as over the rI ng on Nov. ~,! 971, had a. s~ change. Ie 
being. The attitude, especially of some of the most negative texture ,color, compos. t. on, and ab. I. ty to m I x 
astronomers, seems to be "If there were visitors to Earth wi th water of the ring soi 1. Th i s case was awar ded 
they would, of course, want to talk to us. They haven't The Enquirer$5000 award in Mid. 1973. 
asked f?T an appointme0.t . They must not be coming here." B· th Photos by , Ted Ph ill ips. 
The editors take the attitude : "They would have called a a 
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rf~SS conference." This same selfcentercdncss character
Ize

l 
J t.he. response by the high priests of the 16th century 

w 10 insIsted that CoperniclIs was wrong when he said 
~he Earth ~as not the center of the universe but that the 
~.un was .. FI!!y ye~rs ago there was much opposition to the 
out1andl~h nohon that the sun wasn't at the center 

of the umverse o.r even of our own galaxy. It seems time 
finally .to recogOlze t~at not only isn't our solar system 
som~thmg reall~ sp~clal - except to us - but that the 
t.,:tahty of m~n s history o~ this planet is in the larger 
sl.:heme of. thmgs no more. Impressive or significant than 
the. to~al hl~tory of a beehIve. Fascinating and important 
to Its mhabltants and of significance to its exploiters but 
not such a big deal after all. ' 

These views .m~y. sound a ~it pessimistic. In actuality, 
I am very optimistic about society and UFOs. I believe that 

.he evergrowing accepta"ce of PPO rc"Ihy, csspeCialif 
among~t young pcople, hodc5 well for a "ew vll'w of the 
people of this planet as Earthlings first and Russians or 
Chinese or American second, and black or white and male 
or female third or 4th. Is there any other path to peace for 
the 21 st century? 

Several of the more significant and scientific books "nd 
reports nn UFOe; are listed below. Persons wishing. to 
report LT O sightings past or future are requested fo 
send as n~uch information as possible to myself and 
my profeSSional colleagues at the UFO Research Insti
tute, P. O. Dox 941, Lawndale, California 90260. We 
guarantee not to use witness' names without permission. 
Mere lights in the sky nol obviously attached to a 
solid object Ilre of much less interest than landings, 
photographic, radar and multiple witness cases. ~ 

Refere11ces 
I. "Symposium on Unidentified Flying Objects." Hear

ings before House Committee on Science and Astro
nautics, July 29, 1968. Catalog No. PB 179541, $6. 
from NTIS, 5285 POrt Royal Rd., Springfield, Va. 
22151. 

, Gillmor, Daniel J., Editor, "Scientific Study of Uni
dentified Flying Objects" (The Condon Report), 
1969, Bantam Books paperback . $1.95. ,., 

/3. AIAA UFO Subcommittee "UFO: An Appraisal of 
V the Problem," Astronautics and Aeronautics, Vol. 8, 

No. 11, p. 49 , November, 1970. 

4. "UFOs Probably Exist," Industrial Research. 13:4, 
p. 75 , April, 1971. 

5. Davidson. Dr. Leon. "Flying Saucers : An Analysis of 
Project Blue Book Special Report No. 14," 4th Edi
tion, 1971. $5.25 Postpaid, UFORI, POB 941, Lawn
dale, Ca. 90260. 

6. Hvnek, Dr. J. Allen "The UFO Expelience : A sci
entific Inquiry" Henry Regnery Co., 1972. $6 .95 or 
$7 .25 Postpaid from UFORI. 

J~' Strentz, Dr. Herbert J. "A Survey of Press Coverage 
.' llf Unidentified Flying Ohjects 194?-19~6 . " 341 

\ /,/ pages, PhD Thesis, Northwestern UOlverslty, June, 
! 1970. 

K. "Proceedings of the Eastern UFO Symposium" Jan
uary 23 , IY71. Baltimore , Md . $ 3. from APRO, 3910 
E. Kleindale Rd ., Tucson , Arizona H5713. 

9. " 197\ Midwe~t UfO Conference Proceedings" 12 
June 1971, $3 . from UFO Study Oroup of Greater 
St. Louis, POB 9, O'Fallon, Mo. 63366. 

10. "1972 Midwest UfO Conference Proceedings" June, 
1972. $3 .25 from MUfON, 40 Christopher Ct., 
Quincy, Illinois 62301 (includes dllta on landings.). 

II . Steinmetz, Kenneth, Editor "Science and the UFO" 
papers by scientists. $2. from the National Amateur 
Astronomers, 1680 W. Hoye Place, Denver, Coloradc. 
H0223. 

12. Friedman, Stanton T. "UFOs; Myth and Mystery" 
!une, 1971 , 15,000 word paper with 60 references. 
$1. pllstpaicl from UFORI . 

13 . Friedman, S. T. "Flying Saucer Energetics" paper 
presented at 5th Intersocjety Energy Conversion COIl
ference, Las Vegas, August, 1970. $0.50 postpaid 
from UFORI. 

14. Sagan, Dr. Carl aml Page, Dr. Thornton, edilors, 
"UFOs: A Scientific Debate" (December, 1969, Bos
ton, AAAS sc,sions) I Corll.ell, UniYf,sityOPrcfb 19J2 
(To be puhlished) . l st· t'r ce l.5'. .51 

from UFORI 
15 . Monthly UFO worldwide clipping service. UFO Re

search Committee, 3521 S. W. J04th St., Scattle, 
Washington yg 146. $4 per month. 

------------- -----------------------------
Now also available (3/74) 
"1973 MUFON Conference Proc~edl ngs'l 
7 papers by professionals, from UFORI 
POB 941, lawndale, Ca. 90260. $3.25. 

Friedman, Stanton T. I~fology and the 
Search for Extraterrestrial Intel I !gent 
Life", June 1973, 25,000 words, only 
$1.00 from UFORI ,POB 941,Lawndale , Ca. 
9 0260. (Includes 70 references) 
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